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Review of Sophie of Lakeside Thurrock Essex

Review No. 87687 - Published 19 Jan 2009

Details of Visit:

Author: Aliengreg
Location 2: Central London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 16 Jan 2009 7.30pm
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Super Busty Sophie 36HH

The Premises:

Sophie was staying at a safe large hotel in central London

The Lady:

Very curvaceous bubbly smiley blonde in her mid-20s

The Story:

Trying to look nonchalant with a phone clamped to my ear, I strolled anonymously past reception at
this large hotel and reached the lift with my breath held.

When Sophie opened the door of her room I walked in to be met by a big friendly smile on a
gorgeous face with bright mischievous eyes, standing on top of unbelievable assets barely
contained in a red basque. Chatter and laughter quickly followed. After I got my breath back we lost
out clothes and then got rude and randy, in between more bouts of laughter. Sex shouldn?t be
serious and, with Sophie, it isn?t; it?s lots of fun and bubbly laughter. If you like to wallow in
wonderful feminine curves, and plenty of them, then this sexy lady is the woman to do it with.
Sophie could chat for Essex, maybe even for England, but a quick snog stopped the chatter if not
the laughter. Time spent with Sophie is great randy fun, and an hour wasn?t really enough. I'll have
to rectify that in the near future.

Curves! Curves! Glorious curves!
Nothing quite like them for warming the blood.
So, follow me, follow, down to the hollow,
And there let me wallow in glorious curves.

PS: Did I remember to mention Sophie?s wonderful voluptuous curves?
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